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Introdu tion

Art and S ien e .... These seems to be key words of many ontemporary writings. And s ientists ertainly are only happy to stress aestheti qualities of their a tivity and artists like to justify their endeavour by s ien e and te hnology. But these onne tions are very often
super ial and often lead only to impatien e how super ially without
a deeper understanding and insight these onne tions are treated [7℄.
Here we want to illustrate some on eptual, or rather spiritual and
methodologi al similarities of doing mathemati s and art. We stress
the word `doing'. `Doing' in the true sense of informed and omplex
pursuit of a tual questions and problems of ontemporary art and s ien e. (By "S ien e" we mean here Mathemati s in general, but also
Computer S ien e and. of ourse, Graph Drawing; this is a volume
devoted to the Drawing of Graphs.) Although both these areas are
manifold and extremely diverse, we believe that they share some ommon qualities and profound similarities. These similarities are best
 Institute for Theoreti al Computer s ien es (ITI) is supported by a Grant
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tra ed by onsidering together the development and the methods of
modern mathemati s and modern art. Rather than onsidering the
nal produ ts (works of art or theorems) we wish to stress similarities in the modus operandi of artists and mathemati ians. We wish
to stress that some of these similarities an be tra ed to all levels and
moments of the produ tion of both art and mathemati s. And we
are onvin ed that these similarities stem mainly from the idealisti
hara ter of both pursuits. But one has to sear h deep and one has
to try to avoid super ial similarities and di eren es. We would like
to rephrase the words Kandinsky used when omparing art and musi [18℄: In our opinion the similarities of art and mathemati s are
evident but they lie very deep. In fa t, in the realm of true a tivity guided by inspiration and inspiring awareness there seem to be
ommon features in most human a tivities. We put this forward as a
reative thesis [29℄ and we return to this at the end of this arti le.
But this arti le is for Graph Drawing and also there is more here
than meets the eye. The prime problem of Graph Drawing is to visualize properly and as a urately as possible the information whi h is
given to us in a onfusing, sometimes pi torial and sometimes mathemati al, or \te hni al", way. This intended visualization should help
us to understand, should attra t and should explain. It is interesting
to note that on su h abstra t gnoseologi al level these are the same
aspe ts and problems whi h are fa ing an artist when he/she is trying
to onvey his/her message. Visualization, representation, the reality
and its model are the ode words. Clearly this is omplemented by
further aspe ts whi h make the whole pi ture more ompli ated and
stresses the di eren es of these areas but still the abstra t ore is
similar if not the same. (At this pla e it is only proper to stress the
following: one has to be areful with analogies and parallels. We
try to stress only those points whi h one an see and prove beyond
doubts. Otherwise we an easily slip to the level of an essay and
unjusti ed spe ulations.)
This text is based on the arti le Art of Drawing [28℄ whi h in turn
is based on an invited talk delivered by the author at GD'99. That
le ture was on eived as a multimedia show with slides, transparenies and CD proje tion (whi h operated uently thanks to Hubert
de Fraysseix). These three parts of the le ture, proje ted on three
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di erent s reens, were alled Samples, Stories and Souveniers. Sin e
then some progress has been made and this le ture has been given in
another ontext. Most notably in Mar h 2001 in the Institute for Art
History of the A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h Republi (thanks
to an invitation of Mahulena Neslehova) and at E.H.E.S.S., Paris,
(thanks to an invitation of Pierre Rosenstiehl). Also on the s ienti
level a progress (a bit surprisingly) has been made. Re ently this author devised an invariant, Combinatorial Entropy, whi h ould serve
as a measure of an aestheti quality of a s heme and this, after several diss ussions with Mi hel Mendes Fran e, was thoroughly tested
together with Jan Adame on a large number of examples from both
Art and Graph Drawing. A resear h arti le appeared in [2℄ and led
to an arti le (of a more philosophi al ontents) in [30℄. This text then
omplements both of these texts and it ontains some new omplementary material.
I thank to the editors H. de Fraysseix and J. Krato hvl for suggestion to in lude this paper in their volume and for several onstru tive
remarks.
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Three easy problems

We begin our story by re alling a situation whi h happens often at
IQ (or similar) tests: The person being tested is asked to perform
a routine task, task whi h may be a bit time onsuming and whi h
basi ally tests whether he or she understands a ertain notion (i.e.,
understands under ertain mental-time stress). Su h a question may
read:
1. Draw a urve!
2. Divide a square in two re tangles and two squares!
3. Divide a re tangle into two triangles and two pentagons!
Of ourse the authors (of su h tests, if they exist at all) are seeking
an easy answer. But sometimes in their own naivete they perhaps do
not know that a dog is hidden under arpet.
The expe ted answer to Question 1. is of ourse some "easy"
pi ture of a urve. And as the authors of these tests believe, the
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easier answer mirrors a deeper understanding. But the ompli ated
history of urves and their theory tells us something else.
It is hard to tell what a urve is. It is hard to postulate it on e for
all by means of a self- ontained de nition (not involving pi tures and
hand waving) whi h would nevertheless over all the variety of shapes
of all possible urves. As often happens - a thing whi h is intuitively
lear be omes less lear the more we think about it: A urve may
have no derivative (e.g. a sharp peak) at any of its points (Bolzano
and Weierstrass), a urve may have an in nite length and yet it may
en lose a nite area (Ko h and others), a urve may ll the whole
plane (Peano and others). Even the notion like the length of a urve
is a ompli ated phenomenon and this question was in fa t one of the
initial questions whi h started the Theory of Fra tals [20℄ and led to
the notion of the fra tal dimension. If we generalize Eu lidean plane
and spa e to n-dimension we always have n an integer (as it depi ts
the number of oordinates). However measuring urves in a fra tal
way we arrive at dimensions whi h are not ne essarily integers. So
some urves may have, say, dimension 4/3. The on ept of fra tal
dimension goes ba k to the beginning of this entury (Hausdor and
Besi ovit h). Mu h later it re ently played key role in theory whi h
be ame truly part of popular s ien e. With all its beautiful and easily
generated pi tures (and perhaps, be ause of this, so often quoted
misleadingly in an art-histori al ontext; see e.g. [19℄).
The fra tal theory got mathemati s seemingly as lose to visual
mathemati s and even art as possible. As a result of this, the results
were popularized, misunderstood and even misused at both ends of
the spe trum. On one side these mathemati ally involved theories
with all its interesting visual output are too tempting to the s ienti audien e and as a result of this they substitute modern art for
many. On the other side, the interesting `mysti al' vo abulary is too
tempting to art historians and riti s alike. There is mu h eviden e
that this is done freely, too freely, like a new poeti en hanting word
ma hine. (There is a newly emerging new andidate for this: the
omplexity theory).
But the fra tal theory is a natural ounterpart of our theory and
of our de nition of Combinatorial Entropy below.
Returning to our main theme: so just to de ne a urve is a highly
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non-trivial matter and thus an answer to question 1. ould be ertainly less self- on dent. An informed individual would have the right
to ask `A urve in whi h sense?'
Admittedly we annot use this strategy at questions 2. and 3.
Here the questions all for a solution (displaying that one knows the
meaning of the on epts). And the answer to 3. omes without any
e ort at the very moment when one gives up (try a at re tangle and
indi ate that you give up by rossing it twi e!).
But both these questions involve the onstru tion of a spe ial
pavement or tiling and that is in general both an important and ompli ated question. A question whi h an be tra ed from prehistori
times, through mysti ism of the Middle Ages until today. And in its
ombinatorial re nement this area took several surprising twists.
We annot resist mentioning here the spe ta ular on guration
(non-periodi tiling of the plane using just two building blo ks!) due
to Penrose whi h had spe ta ular in uen e in as remote areas as
algebra, rystalography, mole ular hemistry and other areas whi h
had nothing to do with the original intentions.
Now, here is one of the pearls of the tiling theory: In 1903 the
German mathemati ian Max Dehn asked a simple, seemingly innoent question: Can one divide a square into a nite number of squares
of di erent sizes? Unlike in the usual pi ture (a possible answer to
the Question 2) where we divide a square into 4 squares all of whi h
are of the same size. Su h a partition of the square is alled perfe t
square. Does a perfe t square exist? Does a perfe t square exist at
all? Yes or no? This is one of the beautiful aspe ts of mathemati s, yes or no, there is no other way around. Modern mathemati s
developed te hniques for asking and answering impre ise questions,
for relative answers (subje t to various models), for answering and
(lying) with ertain probability. Yet the ategori al yes/no question
is still one of the main (and proud) hara teristi s of the eld.
The Dehn's problem appeared to be not so easily solvable and
after few de ades it was solved independently by A. Sprague(1940)
and a group of Cambridge undergraduates: A. Brooks, C. Smith, A.
H. Stone and W. Tutte (1940), all of whom later be ame well known
resear hers. The aÆrmative answer was not obtained by an elaborate (and primitive) sear h, but by a sear h involving the rudiment
5

of a theory. A series of ingenious redu tions and reformulations (involving areas su h as ows and ele tri al networks) made the initial
problem a essible. Without this the problem would be too diÆ ult
to handle. It is interesting to note that the smallest perfe t square is
uniquelly determined. It presents a division of a square into 21 di erent squeares. One annot partition a square in less than 21 di erent
squares and there is only one su h partition into 21 squares (up to
natural transformation su h as rotations and ipping). This unique
design was seeked for several de ades and Duijvestijn solution nally
ame in 1978 (partly with the help of a omputer). The uniqueness
of this on guration of 21 squares is quite astonishing! It is the onvi tion of this author that the on entration of hard work and ideas
makes from this square tiling a similarly unique obje t as the sensitivity, experien e and (yes) hard work of Mondrian. So perhaps these
spe ial qualities justify its in lusion here. A tually, Charles Payan
(Grenoble) produ ed an artisti obje t based on the Duijvestijn pattern and his obje t shares similarities with some of the Mondrian's
paitning, see [30℄.

3

Openings

The formal similarities between art and various aspe ts of mathemati s (mostly geometry) are both lassi al and ontemporary.
The mysti ism of the golden ratio, of the pentagon, of the regular polyhedra and of pythagorean numbers draws fas ination of many
and this is applied with a lot of e ort to the analysis of anything from
the prin iples of life to pyramids and Gothi athedrals. And this is of
ourse more true for ompli ated mathemati al questions of perspe tive and vision in general. Parti ularly the Renaissan e onne tion
is usually quoted as the prime time of relevan e of mathemati s and
art. There an be no doubts that mathemati s at that time did some
good servi e to art. (If only to help to upgrade artists from mere
raftsmen to free artists in the same ategory as thinkers.) Maybe at
this time of onfusion and (what some all) art risis, art intuitively
seeks again a helping hand or solid base or whatever name you want
to use for outwardly dire ted trends in re ent art. But this is not so
6

simple and traps are waiting on this road. All this will su eed only
in the ase when the mutual relationship (of mathemati s and art) is
freed from arbitrariness, super ial analogies and passing omments.
Mathemati s was always a sour e (yes, a generator; mathemati s
is also a logi al ma hine) of omplex (for outsiders, mysti al) patterns. This is even more true today than ever. With our understanding of randomness, of deterministi haos and aided by graphi al devi es atta hed to omputers, this `artisti potential' of mathemati s
is growing. It is our onvi tion that this pattern generation displays
mostly formal and super ial similarities to art. This is the ase with
fra tals (mentioned above) and omputer graphi s in general, with
patterns in hip design whi h resemble both minimalisti works and
omplex patterns of mi robiology and underwater life. These tri ks
found one of their ulminating forms in wonderful ommer ials and
video lips. Complexity of these forms surpasses any expe tation and
the variety and ombination of tools (and energy, and money) is simply amazing. Consider an example from another orner: the work of
M.C.Es her displays a dizzying te hnique and expli itly tou hes and
even anti ipates some mathemati al problems of tilings (tilings with
spe ial symmetries; similar to those we des ribed above). But however intriguing all this may be, we feel that this has no bearing on
the mainstream of art, better on the main problems and hallenges
whi h art and artists have been solving and are fa ing and solving
today. And in a sense all these forms are based on ombinatorially
re ned byprodu ts of mathemati s and omputer s ien e as well.
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Ar heology of Aestheti

Consider the following two problems:
I. When was the last time that you taught somebody (possibly
your own hild) how ni e this world is and what marvels and beauties
it ontains?
II. When was the last time that men and women were solving
the problems how to make a painting, a drawing or a photograph
whi h would depi t a urately (and/or romanti ally, and/or riti ally,
and/or harmoniously) the surrounding world?
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The answers to these questions seem to be very di erent. An
answer to the rst is re e ting (everyday) experien e of parents and
edu ators and on the abstra t (theoreti al) level it was treated in
numerous books by various theories. These theories seem to be in
(general) agreement with the on rete and mainstream edu ational
praxis. The se ond question seems to be more omplex (and it is also
a more abstra t problem). Somehow it seems (to many) that this is
an old fashioned problem whi h is the subje t of early modernism if
not renaissan e. Yet we believe that with omputers this question
gains a new momentum. In this paper we address this problem.
Despite the impli ite word omputer in the title in this paper, we
do not address the question of visualization, of pi ture pro essing of
visual information in the sense of Computer Graphi s. The information for us is already pro essed and typi ally is of a very simple type
su h as a drawing (however, not ne essarily a te hni al drawing, it
may be also a drawing of an artist). What we would like to de ide is
how to formalize the fa t that a pi ture (drawing) is harmonious. We
mean harmonious in the sense of beeing aestheti ally pleasing. We
prefer the word harmonious to aestheti al (whi h is probably more in
ommon usage) as an aestheti feeling is probably highly individual
and we annot have an ambition to de ne it (or even approa h it).
The long tradition of art history is onvin ingly telling us this.
We propose an approa h whi h should apture some features of
what makes a pi ture (drawing) harmonious by means of the notion
of Combinatorial Entropy. This approa h is based on the analysis of
urves ([25℄) whi h in turn goes ba k to Steinhaus and Poin are. The
hereditary approa h whi h we introdu e below may be viewed as an
approa h dual to Piaget's analysis of intelligen e, see e.g. [33℄ and
ompare [30℄.
Combinatorial Entropy is an invariant with respe t to s aling and
rotations, and it is a very robust parameter. This is an important
feature as a per eption of harmony (and of aestheti pleasure) is a
robust feeling. Moreover Combinatorial Entropy an be omputed
for a large lass of drawing and pi tures. It is routine to apply it to
s anned information and no analyti des ription is needed. Perhaps
this parameter ould aid in the hierar hi al approa h to graph visualization in sele ting a parti ular model whi h suits the best a given
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spe i ontext. And as it an be s anned routinely it an be applied
to vast data of mole ular biology, digital libraries and even museum
olle tions (parti ularly graphi s and drawings) as an easily available
des riptor. After these introdu tory lines let us begin by des ribing
our initial situation in greater detail.
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On Invariants for Graph Drawing

What makes the following pi tures similar and what makes them
di erent? (The substan e and the ontext are important artisti aspe ts. However we are interested here only in formal similarities of
these pi tures; one pi ture is a musi al s ore - a sket h by Janaek
[35℄, the other pi ture is one of the Moduli - a sket h by Naeradsky
and the author [31℄.)

And, very simply, an we distinguish or order in some systemati
way the following three gures (graph drawings using a program due
to [9℄)?
The modern version of these questions is not how to tea h a gifted
and ollaborating hild what is ni e and beautiful. Instead we need
to tea h an individual whi h is not ollaborating at all and who takes
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every our information deadly seriously and exploits it to the last bit
- a omputer. People usually do not rea t this way (and if so, then
only in omedies like [13℄ or [14℄; the fa t that these great novels have
a military setting is then not an a ident). In order to \tea h" a
omputer (and even without ambition for tea hing, just dealing with
it) we need a pre ision. And pre ision in the other words alls for
some on rete measures of our phenomena, in the other words for
invariants. The purpose of this note is to suggest su h an invariant
and to do ument some experiments whi h we performed.
Consequently, the traditional prin ipal problem of aestheti s (and
art history) - to explain and to predi t artisti and aestheti ally pleasing - took re ently an unexpe ted twist. We do not explain and deal
with individual instan es, we have to lassify a vast amount of data
and we have to design pro edures with likely harmonious output.
This problem in its manifold variety is interesting already when our
obje ts are well de ned ompositions omposed from simple building
blo ks su h as lines, squares, sti ks,.... This in fa t is a familiar exer ise and training ground of s hools of design and ar hite ture and
(traditional) art a ademies. This illustrates diÆ ulty and variety of
solutions even of simple situations. This should be not surprising if
we realize how many simple lines needed, say Rembrandt or Pi asso,
to produ e full images (for example drawings; 50 lines or even less!).
For our \simple omposition from simple building blo ks" we
would like to reate an invariant whi h would help us to ategorize and order these ompositions. It is diÆ ult to say even on this
simple level what it is an invariant, but we an ertainly state whi h
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properties su h an invariant should have:
i. invariant should be an (easy) omputable aspe t of the stru ture;
ii. invariant should be onsistent (or invariant, meaning it should
not hange) under hosen modi ation of stru ture;
iii. invariant should be useful in that it an be used to atalogue,
to order (whi h stru ture is \better"), to lassify, to distinguish.
We propose here an invariant - alled hereditary ombinatorial
entropy - to measure an aestheti quality of a visual data (drawing,
s heme, painting, note s ore, mole ular data output and others). This
invariant is presented in the next se tion.
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Hereditary Combinatorial Entropy of a
Drawing

Before de ning the invariant we want to spe ify the rules under whi h
the invariant should remain un hanged. Su h rules were spe i ed
several times and are folklore in the visualization of s ienti results.
For example the book [5℄ lists (in se tion \Aestheti s") the following
11 graphi properties ( alled aestheti s) whi h are ommonly adopted:
Crossings, Area, Total Edge Length, Maximal Edge Length, Uniform Edge Length, Total Bends, Maximum Bends, Uniform Bends,
Angular Resolution, Aspe t Ration and Symmetry.
The names of these riteria are self-explanatory and together they
form a very good paradigm for drawing of graphs. However most
of them are spe i for drawings of graphs (or similar stru tures)
and they do not apply generally (for example to artisti drawings or
sket hes). Yet we believe that the aestheti quality of visual algorithms should be tested on aestheti ally harged obje ts. This is one
of the underlying ideas of our approa h.
There is another drawba k of the above paradigm. In all of these
riteria (with ex eption of angular resolution, where we want to maximize, and symmetry whi h is a stru tural property) we are aiming
for a minimization (for example we want to minimize the total length
of our drawing). That of ourse means that we have to optimize these
riteria (as they are sometimes mutually pointed against ea h other)
and we have to add to our paradigm preferen es among them. How11

ever as optimization problems these riteria are omputationally hard
(see [5℄).
Our approa h is di erent and we believe it ould add a new aspe t
to visualization and analysis of visual data.
Let us rst spe ify obje ts whi h are relevant to our method:
A drawing D is a nite set of urves in Eu lidean plane. (As our
drawings are man made we assume that the set is nite.) A urve is a
ontinuous image of unit interval in plane (we mean a \ni e" image;
this is not pla e for te hni alities).
A painting an be any image, in luding photographs. It typi ally
onsists of di erently olored areas.
An engraving is a very spe ial kind of obje t, sin e it an be inluded in the previous two lasses. However seeing it as a drawing
gives a lot more information.
For an in nite line L and a drawinf D denote by i(L; D) the number
of interse tions of the line L and the drawing D. We de ne the Combinatorial Entropy H (D) of a drawing D as the expe ted value of
i(L; D ) where expe tation relates to the random sele tion of line L.
Combinatorial Entropy is also alled Fra tional Length from reasons
to be mentioned later, see [1, 2℄.
By virtue of this de nition we note the following:
i: The ombinatorial entropy H (D ) is easily evaluated by a random generation of lines;
ii: H (D ) is invariant under transposition and rotation;
iii: H (D ) is invariant under s aling (i.e. \blowing up").
The role of randomness in the art has been dis ussed e.g. in [25℄,
[26℄. These fa ts make it possible to evaluate (or very a urately to
estimate) ombinatorial entropy of many drawing s hemata, drawings
of artists (we systemati ally tested some of the early works of Pi asso
[32℄ and Kandinsky [18℄ as well some drawings from [31℄). We also
used the analyti al des ription of tertiary stru ture of some of the
proteins (provided by P. Panoska, ompare [17℄). The software developed in [1℄ uses standard tools of digital image pro essing, see [3℄,
[34℄ and allows to handle a very broad spe trum of examples. Most
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diÆ ulties are with paintings, be ause they must be transformed into
drawings in order to ount number of interse tions (several lters are
applied on the pi ture to nd its ontours, the resulting pi ture is
drawing as we de ned it before).
Let us state some spe i examples: the above Janaek s ore had
ombinatorial entropy 18.55 whi h is quite similar to the ombinatorial entropy 17.87 of the above drawing of Naeradsky and Nesetril
taken from [31℄. The three graph drawings depi ted above have ombinatorial entropy (from left to right) 5.70, 5.37, 6.96.
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The method is exible enough to handle omplex drawings and
pi tures. For example lassi al prints from J. Verne novels when
14

onsidered as a dense network of individual lines (no blurring). For
example the following pi ture (due to Roux) [38℄ whi h serves as the
front illustration of [22℄ has ombinatorial entropy 136.6.
As expe ted (both by the intuition and a few trials) the n  n
grid has approximate ombinatorial entropy n. (As latti es are given
analyti ally we an perform this experiment for very large n). Many
more examples are ontained in [1, 2℄.
What do these numbers mean? What is a signi an e of the ombinatorial entropy of a drawing? The de nition of the ombinatorial
entropy is motivated by the resear h done by prof. Mi hel Mendes
Fran e in a series of papers devoted to the analysis of urves, [25℄. He
de nes the temperature T (D) of a urve D by the following formula
( ) = (log

T D

E (i(L; D ))
)
((
)) 1

1

E i L; D

where expe tation relates to the random sele tion of the line L.
He related this parameter to entropy, dimension and other parameters whi h he de ned in an analogy to fra tal theory, statisti al
physi s and geometri probability and integral geometry. These de nitions rest on lassi al theorems due to Steinhaus [37℄ (whi h in turn
goes to Poin are). One an show that the logH (D) is a good approximation of the entropy of a urve. Thus the name Combinatorial
Entropy for our invariant.
By viewing a drawing as a set of urves and thinking of eulerian
trail [22℄(in ea h omponent of the drawing) as a new urve of double
length (as we traverse every segment of a drawing twi e) we an de ne
the the temperature by the same formula for a more general lass of
pi tures (drawings). For large number of interse tions (of a drawing
D with a line L) the temperature T (D ) is approximately equal to the
average value of i(D; L) 1 = H (D) 1 while the entropy H (D) (in
the lassi al sense) is approximated by the logarithm of the ombinatorial entropy H (D). It follows (and this is Steinhaus' theorem) that
the ombinatorial entropy H (D) of a drawing D is approximated by
the ratio
2`(D)= (D)
where `(D) denotes the total length of the drawing D and (D) denotes the length of ir umferen e of the ( onvex losure) of D. (This
15

suggests the alternative name fra tional length, see [30℄ for details.)
Based on these interpretations H (D) measures the information
ontent and the amount of work whi h the artist (expli itly) put into
his drawing. On the other hand, by omparing various drawings of
the same obje t (or theme) the lower H (D) indi ates the elegan e
and simpli ity of the output. However as su h the ombinatorial
entropy aptures only the global properties of the drawing (expressed
by the total length of the drawing and the ir umferen e). Still,
via the average number of interse tions it aptures, impli itly, many
properties of the drawing. In [30℄ we also proposed a te hnique (based
on the algebrai al stru ture ogroup ) to generate harmonious obje ts.
In our setting this an be formulated as follows:
Hereditary Combinatorial Entropy Thesis

A harmonious (or aestheti ally pleasing) drawing or design has
ombinatorial entropy in ea h of its (meaningful) parts proportional
to the global ombinatorial entropy. Here a meaningful part is a part
whi h re e ts the properties of D.
For the following (author) drawing (of our institute in Prague)
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we found the following distribution of ombinatorial entropies (this
is based on the regular partition of the square into smaller squares;
the ombinatorial entropy of the drawing restri ted to a parti ular
subsquare is listed in the middle of the subquare):
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7

Constru tible World

The spiritual ontents of art is growing. More and more an artisti
obje t is an a t, quoting Damis h, a move of the mind. A painter
thinks and he/she does so through and in his/her painting, just in
the same way as a mathemati ian thinks and he/she does so through
his/her results: de nitions, theorems, proofs. We do not have here in
mind only on eptual art and the like, we think of art generally. And
this is not a revolution. Only the dust of time, misinterpretations of
history and the pride of ontemporaries overed all the bold moves
(how tting a word in this ontext) of old masters. Let us summarize:
Our intention in this short paper has been to draw some parallells
between art and mathemati s mainly from the reative point of view.
We have tried to stress some similarities. [28, 29, 30℄ ontains some
more and perhaps more omplete material. The interested reader
probably knows many other examples of su h similarities from his/her
experien e.
Is the existen e of su h similarities just a oin iden e? We do not
know. Let us end this note in a highly spe ulative way:
In mathemati s there is a prin iple alled `Chur h thesis' whi h
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in essen e laims that every (intuitive) algorithmi pro edure takes
a parti ular form, a form expressed by (any) universal omputing
ma hine. Maybe something like Chur h's thesis holds in general for
human a tivities. Let us try to formulate this thesis as follows:
Creative Thesis( [29℄)
All suÆ iently deep human a tivities, all suÆ iently deep understandings, have profound similarities. This is exhibited in the way
the work (knowledge) is organized, in the way it is revealed and in
the way it intera ts with other a tivities.

Admittedly this is too vague. But this one has to expe t at su h
a level of generality.
Perhaps one should interpret the thesis positively. How often are
stressed only the on i ting features of artisti and s ienti ommunities, say, along the lines of feelings and sensibilities as opposed to
mind and brain a tivities. We feel that these views are often super ial and isolationist, and sometimes simply an overrea tion. On the
other hand there is a numerous supporting eviden e and two su h examples were onsidered in [29℄: sket hes or sket hing and minimalisti
trends.
By the same token it is diÆ ult to nd a ounterexample to the
thesis. Mathemati s, in parti ular, is a ri h generator of omplex
patterns and as su h it is often used (above we mentioned some examples). So it will be diÆ ult to break the mathemati al trap everything goes, everything is possible. There is no doubt that the
new means of te hnology and guided by math- and omputer-devi es
will lead to new art form. But it is a onvi tion of this author that to
break the trap of uniformity and unbelievable ombinatorial variety
of te hnology will require some profound and probably not yet disovered ideas. And this is probably the realm of s ientists and artists,
maybe for the rst time sin e the Renaissan e. We do not know yet.
But we have to try...
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